Abstract-Addition forms the basis of digital computer systems. A gate level self-timed full adder design, utilizing a pre-defined set of gates, available in a commercial synchronous standard cell library is discussed in this paper. The proposed adder satisfies Seitz's weak-indication specifications and exhibits reduced data path delay in comparison with other existing adders, which satisfy the property of indication. In terms of power and area, it is competitive to the best of other self-timed adders.
INTRODUCTION
Self-timed (ST) circuit design, in general, guarantees that the requisite functionality is satisfied irrespective of delays in the circuit components or communicating wires. In addition, the potential advantages of low power consumption, less emission of electro-magnetic noise, greater modularity, no clock-distribution and clock-skew problems and tolerance to variations in supply voltage, temperature and fabrication process parameters are inherent in ST designs. The latest edition of the Semiconductor Industry Association's ITRS report [1] predicts that parametric variation of device delay (as a percentage effect on sign-off delay) is expected to increase from a current figure of 8% to 25% by 2020. Design blocks reuse (otherwise referred to as design modularity), as a percentage of all logic is anticipated to increase from a current figure of 36% to 55% by 2020. Interest in ST design is gaining ground mainly due to increase in parameter uncertainties, projected for future ultra deep submicron technologies. In this scenario, ST design attracts attention, as it encompasses the ability to deal with device irregularities.
Though ST circuit designs are appealing, the lack of commercially available sophisticated EDA tools (for design, testing and validation) necessitate the need for developing novel full-custom solutions in many cases. Especially, in the context of this paper, full custom self-timed adder design becomes necessary. This work takes a different approach by looking for utilization of readily available off-the-shelf synchronous resources (standard cells) to realize asynchronous logic designs. Specifically, this paper incorporates two main original contributions. Firstly, C-elements which form the backbone of robust asynchronous architectures are implemented using standard library cells with provision of good granularity. Secondly, is the design of a new gate level self-timed full adder using C-elements, complex and ordinary logic gates. Hence, in view of these, it becomes clear that this design is sort of semi-custom rather than being full-custom.
II. FUNCTION BLOCK AND REALIZATION OF C-ELEMENTS
Before proceeding further, the terminology "function block" is first explained. A function block is the asynchronous equivalent of a synchronous combinational logic circuit [2] . But apart from satisfying the specified functionality, it must also be transparent to handshaking as implemented by its surrounding latches. Henceforth, we shall restrict ourselves to a function block characterized by the 4-phase dual-rail (DR) protocol, a robust design approach having its roots in the pioneering work of Muller in the early 60's [3] . The 4-phase signaling protocol is also known as the return-to-zero protocol, wherein input data alternates between valid data and empty data (also called spacer). The DR input encoding protocol is a delay-insensitive (DI) protocol and is the simplest and widely used member of the family of DI codes [4] . According to this protocol, a signal x is encoded into two bits as x1 (for true) and x0 (for false). A spacer refers to an input combination where both x1 and x0 are 0 and valid data of 0 and 1 are represented by input combinations (x1 = 0, x0 = 1) and (x1 = 1, x0 = 0) respectively. The state of x1 and x0 being simultaneously high is invalid and illegal in a DR protocol.
A function block can be classified as either strongly indicating or weakly indicating depending on how it behaves with respect to the handshaking transparency. A strongindication function block waits for all of its inputs to become valid/empty before it produces valid/empty outputs, while a weak-indication function block may start to produce valid/empty outputs as soon as a subset of the inputs have become valid/empty. However, unless all its inputs have not become valid/empty, all its outputs would not become valid/empty. The above constraints ensure that the generation of all the primary outputs in a function block wholly indicates the arrival of all the input data and also the completion of computation within it. From the preceding discussion, it can be understood that an asynchronous logic circuit (here, selftimed adder) can be likened to a function block. Since Muller C-elements are fundamental to robust self-timed implementations, the standard gate-orphan (unacknowledged transition on a gate output) free realization of a 2-input Muller C-element (CE2) is first given, as portrayed by figure 1.
Node n in this figure represents an isochronic fork junction (which is a weak but indispensable practical compromise to delay-insensitivity) [5] . A logic level change on node n is therefore visible simultaneously both to the downstream logic which it feeds, as well as on the inputs of the complex gate (to which it is fed back). As per the property of acknowledgement defined by Martin in [6] , when a rising or falling transition on an output is acknowledged and hence completed, then a similar transition on all outputs are also considered to be acknowledged and thereby completed. Complying with this property, 3-input and 4-input Muller C-elements functionality were also implemented using combinations of appropriate standard cells. The realizations satisfy the required functionality and also preserve indication constraints, wherein transitions get properly acknowledged. 
III. PRIOR RELATED WORK
The general equations governing the true and false sum and carry outputs of a full adder are given by the following:
The different self-timed adder designs that follow, which satisfy the above functionality, are suitable for realization with standard library cells. They primarily differ on the basis of their indication property and also based on their timing model, whether quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI) or speed-independent (SI) [2] . Different self-timed full adder designs are possible based on the methods of [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and [12] . It is not the intention of this article to detail the relative merits, demerits and limitations of the above and so we restrict our attention to the full adder functionality alone, but provide some useful insights. The C-element is represented by an AND gate labeled with letter C, in the diagrams that follow.
The adders based on the above approaches satisfy the monotonic cover constraint (MCC) [13] , except the one based on [9] . In this case, all the maxterms in the subnet DRN (though monotonic) of the combinatorial network need to become active in order for the false output of a function block to evaluate to the correct state in case of valid input data. In case of empty data, even with a single product term becoming disabled and with ORN and CEN being reset, the outputs can evaluate to the correct empty state. This is a problematic situation, as the function block outputs then do not properly indicate the transitions on all its intermediate nodes.
Alternatively, the internal nodes need not have stabilized as well. Thus the design cannot be classified as either QDI or SI, though it is self-timed, necessitating the consideration of timing assumptions to ensure proper self-timed operation.
The full adder design based on [7] is shown in figure 2 . It is basically a strong-indication adder, which implies that both sum and carry outputs depend on the arrival of all the inputs and so carry propagation to the next stage could not be fast. Multiple acknowledgements are possible on some wire forks. The strongly and weakly indicating SI full adders based on Seitz's approach [8] are shown in figures 3 and 4. The latter incorporates a fast carry propagation path as only the sum outputs depend on all the inputs, while the carries do not. The strong-indication version deteriorates the data path delay. The weak-indication full adder is slightly modified to facilitate faster carry logic for all but the least significant stage. The full adder design based on the approach of [9] is shown in figure 5 . Timing assumptions are implicit in this design. As was mentioned earlier, since the entire product terms of the monotonic [14] DRN sub-network need to be enabled to produce a correct false function output during valid data phase; switching activity would be high for this adder thereby increasing the power dissipation. This is substantiated by the power figures listed in Table II . The strong and weak-indication full adder realizations based on the delay-insensitive minterm synthesis (DIMS) approach of [10] are shown in figures 6 and 7. In theory, the latter is comparable to Seitz's weak-indication full adder, entrusting the responsibility of indicating transitions on all the adder inputs on its sum outputs, with the circuit indication distributed between sum and carry outputs. However, it is slower than Seitz's design as it employs C-elements instead of AND gates for synthesizing the outputs, but it conforms to a more robust QDI timing model.
A weakly indicating full adder design based on the robust QDI model was conceived in [11] , shown in figure 8 . As in the case of the weak-indication DIMS full adder, the indication is distributed between the sums and carry outputs. However, carry propagation logic is relatively faster owing to minimum delay encountered in the data path. The full adder based on the strongly indicating combinational logic synthesis procedure of [12] is depicted by figure 9 . It is comparable with the DIMS strong-indication adder in that it is also QDI, but the indication is not distributed and so both sum and carry outputs indicate the validity of all the adder inputs. But the data path delay is lesser than the DIMS adder shown in figure 5 , thanks to speed-independent logic decomposition.
The adders have all been realized using the standard cells of the 130nm Faraday CMOS process, which features an AND gate with a maximum fan-in of 4 and an OR gate with a maximum fan-in of 3. Hence, 4-input disjunctive logical operators have been split in a delay-optimized fashion, which is noticeable in the circuits depicted by figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
IV. PROPOSED SELF-TIMED ADDER
The proposed robust self-timed full adder is portrayed by figure 10 . Apart from C-elements and OR gates, it features complex gates (AO222) commonly found in a cell library. This adder is quite unique in that while the sum outputs satisfy the MCC, the carry outputs algebraically do not. Since they are described by a complex gate, this does not pose a problem. So there is no possibility for gate-orphans. The adder is weakly indicating with inputs indication dedicated to the sum outputs, thereby the carry logic is optimized for fast propagation to the subsequent stages. The carry outputs become zero only after the reset of all augend and addend bits during the return-to-zero phase. The ambiguity in determining the arrival of augend and addend bits through the carry outputs is resolved completely by the sum outputs. Also, there are no multiple acknowledgements on any wire fork. This design is found to be the fastest, evident from the values of Table I . All the simulations were performed targeting a high-speed 130nm Faraday bulk CMOS process technology (typical case) at an ambient temperature of 25°C, using Synopsys and Cadence tools on a Linux platform. A supply voltage of 1.2V was used. A DI asynchronous version of an n-bit ripple carry adder (RCA) topology, shown in figure 11 , was used to analyze the characteristics of different ST full adder blocks. Table I highlights delay and cell area metrics for the ST adders of various sizes. The power dissipation components are listed in Table II . All the adder outputs exhibit approximately fanout-4 drive strength. The data path delay is indicative of the propagation delay, encountered while traversing the longest path from a primary input of the current stage function block to the inverted acknowledge signal generated out of it, after crossing the output latches. This signal is in turn meant to be fed back as the acknowledge input for the previous stage. The forward latency specifies the worst case combinational delay from a primary input to a primary output of the function block. Cell area is a measure of the area occupancy of the elements present in the data path logic, including the output registers and completion detection circuitry. The input acknowledge signal is embedded into the data path logic, where possible, to eliminate the need for extra cells. The primary inputs associated with the current stage module and the acknowledge input for its output registers are assumed to come from the environment. Similar completion detection circuitry was used for adders of the same size, to maintain uniformity. For a 32-bit ST RCA version, the proposed adder is less expensive than Seitz's adder in terms of data path delay and forward latency by 7.5% and 8.1% respectively, while it reports 1.8% reduction in reverse latency. However, it occupies 8.4% more area than Folco et al.'s adder.
The power results depicted by Table II have all been obtained by applying the input trace of a simple combinatorial benchmark (dc1) to all the adders, at durations of 35ns so as to accommodate the slowest adder [9] . The proposed full adder is more power consuming than DIMS, Toms' strong-indication adders and Folco et al.'s weak-indication adder. In terms of the leakage power component, it is comparable with Folco et al.'s adder block. In terms of total power, dynamic power (summation of switching and internal power components) and leakage power, the 32-bit ST RCA based on the proposed full adder module is more expensive than Folco et al.'s adder by 5.1%, 5.2% and 0.4% respectively. The low leakage power component of the proposed adder is likely to emphasize its power efficiency in case of lower geometries. Nevertheless, the proposed ST adder would attain the top slot amongst all other adders with respect to power-delay and energy-delay product parameters. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
A new gate level ST full adder, based on synchronous standard cells is presented in this paper. Muller C-elements (especially 3 and 4-input elements), which form the backbone of robust self-timed architectures, have also been realized using suitable standard cells of the library, providing good granularity. Performance of the proposed adder vis-à-vis other existing adders has been analyzed in terms of power, delay and area metrics on a DI RCA topology of various sizes. Higher order adders are constructed by cascading copies of the individual ST full adder modules. This is possible as a valid combinatorial circuit cascade of strongly/weakly indicating function blocks is itself a strong/weak-indication function block [2] [8] . The proposed full adder is based on a robust ST design approach and is found to exhibit less data path delay in comparison with others, while only inferior to DIMS (strong indication), Folco et al.'s and Toms' adders in terms of total power (mainly dynamic power). In terms of area occupancy, it is inferior to only Folco et al.'s adder. Further work is planned to implement some high-speed synchronous adder topologies in asynchronous style. This involves careful and effective realization of the supporting data path logic and is quite hard, as it should guarantee that transitions on all inputs are properly acknowledged. Also, a new asynchronous adder topology is currently being developed and the preliminary results are encouraging. It is anticipated that the proposed adder would benefit in achieving optimality of design metrics in case of other asynchronous adder realizations as well.
